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The euphoria in the stock market, stemming from the pivotal elections and the consequent 
near majority victory of PTI, wore down and with a decline of 281 points during the outgoing 
week; the stock market delivered a negative return of 0.7% on a WoW basis. Though the 
week started off on a positive note driven by the news-�ow of fresh USD 2 billion loan from 
China (which also led to PKR appreciating against USD in both interbank/open market), but 
the gains  melted off in subsequent days as investors opted for pro�t taking and talks of tough 
reforms to �x economy came forth. Furthermore, below expectation results of select large 
cap banks and cement stocks also disappointed the market participants which took a toll on 
the benchmark index. Despite the extension of Tax Amnesty Scheme for another month, the 
provisional numbers for July are not encouraging and may contract to around PKR30bn 
versus PKR100bn fetched in June-18. Also, the sentiment turned sour as US Secretary of 
State, Mike Pompeo, cautioned Pakistan about IMF funds being used to service Chinese proj-
ects. CPI for the month of July was also reported during the week which clocked in at 5.8%, 
the highest in almost 4 years. During the week, Foreigners, Mutual Funds and Banks/DFIs 
remained net sellers liquidating shares worth USD 14.6 million, USD 7.1 million and USD 
6.0 million respectively, while Individuals and Insurance remained the net buyers accumu-
lating equities worth USD 26.4 million and USD 3.3 million, respectively. 

Looking ahead, though political uncertainty has subsided; focus will shift to fragile economy 
which is in dire need of reforms to achieve macro-economic stability. Twin de�cits and 
mainly the current account de�cit remains a thorny conundrum. From valuations perspec-
tive, the market is fairly valued as re�ected by forward Price-to-Earnings (P/E) multiple of 8.9, 
offering a dividend yield of around 5%.
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